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Doeren Mayhew Acquires Small CPA
Practice in Michigan
The top 60 accounting �rm acquired Michael Sorrentino’s practice of Farmington
Hills-based Button Eddy & Sorrentino.

Jason Bramwell •  Nov. 01, 2023

Top 60 accounting �rm Doeren Mayhew said on Wednesday it has acquired Michael
Sorrentino’s practice of Button Eddy & Sorrentino, a CPA �rm based in Farmington
Hills, MI. Terms of the deal were not disclosed.

Founded in 1994, Button Eddy & Sorrentino has provided a broad range of tax,
auditing, valuation, litigation support, and business advisory services to businesses,
individuals, and nonpro�t organizations.
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Chad Anschuetz

“Acquiring similar-minded �rms is a big part of our strategic growth plan. This
transaction supports our ongoing expansion efforts to better serve the Michigan
market,” said Chad Anschuetz, managing shareholder and chairman of Troy, MI-
based Doeren Mayhew, in a statement. “Michael and his team have done an excellent
job building deep relationships with their clients. We’re con�dent they will be great
stewards of our client-centric culture.”

Sorrentino, a partner/member at Button Eddy & Sorrentino, brings his assurance
and tax practice comprised of manufacturers, distributors, contractors, nonpro�t
organizations, healthcare providers, and other privately held businesses and
individuals, along with his staff, to Doeren Mayhew.

“We’re excited to see where the future takes us with Doeren Mayhew,” Sorrentino
said. “Given our clients’ evolving needs, it was necessary to partner with a local �rm
with expanded capabilities. Doeren Mayhew offers an expansive suite of services and
is well-respected in the accounting profession. Having the opportunity to join their
team gives us the con�dence we will be able to continue meeting our clients’ needs
well into the future.”

Doeren Mayhew, which had revenue of $116.7 million during its most recent �scal
year, has eight of�ces in four states: Florida, Michigan, North Carolina, and Texas.
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